EASY READ SUMMARY
Before you watch the Cops and
Robbers film, you will be shown 2
short films.

All of these films are silent movies,
which means they have n
 o words.

There is an Audio Described version
of the film available.

The first short film is called ‘What’s
in the Bag?’

This is a collection of short clips
created by Open Theatre Company.

The second short film is called ‘The
Bag’.

This is about a man who finds a
strange,
magical
bag
in
a
warehouse.

You will then watch a film called Cops
and Robbers.

At the beginning, you
introduced to 2 Robbers.

will

be

They like to steal things out of
people’s pockets.

There is a group of friends having
a picnic.

The friends notice the Robbers trying
to steal from them and they tell the
Cops.

The Cops chase the Robbers.

The film skips to ‘Chez Matthew’ which
is a restaurant owned by Chef
Matthew’.

The Robbers run through the
restaurant, and the Cops continue to
chase them.

The film then skips to a cinema called
‘The Fleapit’.

The cinema is showing a ‘Kung Fu’
film.

Whilst the film is on, the Robbers run
through, chased by the Cops.

The film skips to a wedding, with a
nervous groom.

The Robbers interrupt the wedding
by running through the church.

One Robber gets chased by the
Cops, whilst the other gets away.

The Robber gets
everybody celebrates.

caught,

and

The Robber is taken to a prison
called ‘Crowbar Hotel’.

The Robber counts his days there
by drawing on the wall. He is very
bored.

The prisoners line up for their
dinner.

They have custard pies for dinner.

Whilst they are eating, the Robber
starts to annoy one of the other
prisoners.

This causes a c
 ustard pie fight!

The custard pie fight distracts the
prison guards. T
 he Robber escapes!

He meets up with his old friend
(the other Robber) who tries to steal
from him.

His friend tries to encourage him to
steal from someone.

But the Robber is now a good man,
and he does not want to steal from
people anymore.

The film was made by Open Theatre
Company and T
 old by an Idiot.

It was filmed at the Belgrade
Theatre and other locations in
Coventry.

We hope you e
 njoyed the film!

